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Abstract  

High-quality dramas in the Second Golden Age of Television seem to have character as their key 

dramatic element. However, existing screenwriting advice on character construction seems to focus 

on film rather than television. This causes a gap between screenwriting theory and current 

screenwriting practices. Amongst these practices is the use of dialogue to explain the character’s 

motives, a dramaturgical design that resembles playwriting. Are screenwriters using this type of 

dialogue to enhance character construction? how does it affect the screenwriting process of a drama 

series?  

In this paper, I explain how I developed a strategy to trigger character construction oriented to 

drama series. I intended to explore how much of the use of dialogue, deployed in an expositional, 

playwriting-like way, is key in developing complex dramatic characters. I achieved this by writing key 

dialogue scenes of Greta Ruiz, the main character of an original pilot series, A Bad Writer. I used as 

an example the character arc developed by Game of Thrones character, Tyrion Lannister (HBO, 

2011-2019), in which he delivers memorable lines of self-knowledge. He describes deep-seated 

psychological scars in a nutshell. These lines, scattered throughout several seasons in key scenes, 

position him in different stages of his Dramatic Arc.  

After writing key scenes for Greta projected into future episodes, I discovered that creating a 

character’s arc also helps to develop the plot. At the end of the Arc, the change the character 

experiences helps to continue the story rather than ending it, as happens in film.  

In conclusion, character complexity is triggered by exposing psychological motives in a playwriting 

fashion by using dialogue. It works as a metareference of the screenwriter's interest in human nature 

and also enhances structural reformulation of dramatic tools, such Character Arc and plot.  
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